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DESCRIPTION

Operating
Pressure

Maximum
Capacity

Switch I
max

Switch V
max

Switch
Config

021-200

T50 Pressure Relief Valve

70Kpa

3000 L

5A

500VAC

1 C / Over

021-201

T80 Pressure Relief Valve

70Kpa

9000 L

5A

500VAC

1 C / Over
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PART NUMBER

Remarks:
We can set T50 and T80 devices to the following pressures on request: 55Kpa, 90Kpa, 125Kpa
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Hinges

Enclosures

Pressure Relief Valves
ALLBRO “T” valves are used to control pressures inside tanks. They are used where accidental, instantaneous and uncontrolled
increases in pressure may create the danger of explosion. They are designed to discharge the pressure increases that have
taken place to the exterior in a very short time period (a few thousandths of a second). They are widely used in the metal tanks
of oil-cooled electric transformers. Sudden and violent short circuits inside these tanks, in fact, instantly generate an enormous
amount of gas with a great increase in interior pressures. If the pressure cannot discharge to the exterior there is danger that the
transformer may explode, with all the possible harm and damages this may cause. This danger can be prevented by installing
one or more valves with discharge sizes proportional to the volume of oil contained in the transformer. It is always good practice
to install these valves in all situations where internal pressure values must not exceed specific safety limits.
CONSTRUCTION
Our valves are totally protected against external corrosion and against penetration of foreign
bodies between cover and protective cap. This ensures perfect operating efficiency even for
extended periods of time.
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TYPE “T” VALVES
These consist of a flanged body and a corrosion-proof aluminium alloy disk. A brass rod that holds the spring is applied to
the central part of the disk.
There are two gaskets in the valve: a special shaped upper gasket and a lip seal.
When the valve is closed the upper gasket is pressed against the disk. The shape of the gasket permits a perfect seal even
if the disk lifts 1-2 mm. The disk also makes a seal against the lip seal gasket as it moves upwards. If, due to interior
pressure, the disk rises beyond this amount then the upper seal is no longer maintained while the lip seal remains. At this
instant the surface of the washer invested by internal pressure is multiplied in area as is the total force applied on the spring.
This causes total and instantaneous opening of the valve which consequently discharges excess pressures to the exterior.
When pressure has been discharged the disk, pushed back by the spring, lowers down and closes the valve. As the disk
moves downwards it first closes against the side gasket and then against the upper gasket. This latter gasket, because of
its special shape, is pressed down 1-2 mm. and the disk moves further down, breaking the seal on the lip seal gasket. This
releases any pressure that mayhave been trapped between the two gaskets. Now the valve is ready to intervene again.
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Total valve opening
Valve opening is total each time the valve operates for pressure settings between 20 and 90kPa. The discharge opening
area, for each valve operation, is equal to that for higher pressure settings even when pressure settings are lower than
20 kPa. If, however, pressures are generated inside the tank that are much higher than the setting then the spring, further
compressed, allows the closing disk to create even larger discharge areas when it operates.
Operating performance
Nominal operating pressure: the pre-fixed overpressure value shall be agreed between supplier and purchaser within the
standard range from 20 up to 90 kPa, with 10 kPa steps,with a tolerance of - 5 kPa to + 7 kPa.
Routine tests
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It is necessary to carry on operational tests, with compressed air:
· to check the correct functioning of the device at the operating pressure value
· to check the functioning of the optic signal and of the electric contacts.
INSTALLATION GUIDELINES
Our valves come in 2 sizes and have different discharge areas. This allows users to select the type that is best suited for the
volume of oil contained in the tank. The following gives guideline values:
Volume of oil tank: Type of valve
up to 3000 dm3 50 T*
up to 9000 dm3 80 T*
* These guideline sizes are based on experience.
We recommend using multiple valves when oil volumes exceed these levels. It is always good practice to use multiple
valves with smaller discharge areas rather than a single valve with a large area. The reason for this, in the case of
transformers, is that it is better to install one valve above each winding column since these are the points where maximum
interior pressures are generated in case of a short circuit. Instantaneous valve opening implies direct contact between the
closing disk and oil. For this reason the valves are equipped with a screw to bleed out air that may accumulate during oil
tank filling procedures.
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PRESSURE SETTINGS
Standard pressure settings, for each type of valve, may vary from 20 to 90 kPa
(approximately 0.2-0.9 Atm.).
Valves with non-standard pressure settings are manufactured on request.
GUARD AGAINST JETS OF HOT OIL
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It is good practice, to prevent harm to persons or property from violent jets of hot oil evacuating from the valve, for valve
discharges to be directed towards points properly designed to receive the discharge. Our valves are furnished with a steel
powder coated protective cap for this purpose.This cap, which does not offer any impediment to the discharge, permits you to
direct the discharge flow towards the point you desire.
Detailed assembling instructions are supplied with the equipment.
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Please feel free to contact our Sales Dept and ask for a copy of the working test film.
ELECTRIC SIGNAL SWITCH
A “valve open signal” contact may be mounted on request. This is a fast tripping limit switch with switching contact contained
inside a watertight casing. This contact is installed so that it acts simultaneous with the visual signal. This switch has the
following characteristics:
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Voltage

Uninterrupted current
(making capacity)

Interrupted current
(breaking capacity)

2A

100 Ma L/R<40 ms

230 VAC

2A

2 A cosȹ > 0.5
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24 VDC to 220 VDC
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External surfaces are protected against weather corrosion. Aluminum alloy components are non-corroding and their surfaces are
protected with a double layer of paint offering highlevel protection against all atmospheric agents and resisting temperature
variations between -40 °C and +100 °C. The plastic protection cap and stainless steel screws offer further assurance of proper
valve operation.
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EXTERNAL SURFACE PROTECTION
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